Terms of Use

All content is presented for educational interest only, not direct advice.

Our web site and advocacy services are not intended to replace appropriate medical or legal advice. Any information presented here should be verified with a professional in the applicable field.

No claim or warranty is made or implied as to the suitability of the information herein or appropriateness for any particular individual or situation. The reader/visitor to this site assumes sole responsibility for interpretation and application of the presented information.

TransYouth Family Allies, Inc. assumes no responsibility for the content of web sites or pages linked to on this site. Please understand that all linked web sites are independent from TYFA, and TYFA has no control over the content on those web sites. In addition, a link to any non-TYFA web site does not mean that TYFA endorses or accepts any responsibility for the content or the use of such site.

Copyright Notice, Content Use Policy and Disclaimer

Copyright Notice
The contents and design of this web site, including logo, all text, layout, graphics, icons and artwork are the property of TransYouth Family Allies, Inc. (TYFA), unless otherwise specified, and are protected under United States copyright law and international copyright convention. Links to this site are welcome, but please do not reproduce text at other sites without express permission. Contact info@imatyfa.org for permission inquiries, or write to TransYouth Family Allies, Inc. P.O. Box 1471 Holland, MI. 49422-1471

Use of Content
Documents and pages of this site may be downloaded or copied for off-line use provided that ALL copies retain the copyright and any other proprietary notices contained on the materials. No material may be modified, edited or abstracted such that its use creates a false or misleading impression or statement regarding the positions, statements or actions of TransYouth Family Allies. No right is granted to create modifications or derivatives of TYFA documents.

The trademarks, logos and service marks not owned by TransYouth Family Allies, Inc. that are displayed on this site are the registered and unregistered marks of their respective owners and are used by permission. No usage rights are implied or granted by TYFA to other parties.

Disclaimer
The information and documents available on this site are original work or compilations of original work by TransYouth Family Allies, Inc. and other sources and represents the opinions of TransYouth Family Advocates, Inc. or of cited authors.

All content is presented for educational interest only, not direct advice. Our web site and advocacy services are not intended to replace appropriate medical or legal advice. Any information presented here should be verified with a professional in the applicable field. No claim or warranty is made or implied as to the suitability of the information herein or appropriateness for any particular individual or situation. The reader/visitor to this site assumes sole responsibility for interpretation and application of the presented information. TransYouth Family Allies, Inc. assumes no responsibility for the content of web sites or pages linked to this site. Please understand that all linked web sites are independent from TYFA, and TYFA has no control over the content on those web sites. In addition, a link to any non-TYFA web site does not mean that TYFA endorses or accepts any responsibility for the content or the use of such site.

Inaccuracies and/or typographical errors may exist in materials posted here. Every precaution has been taken to ensure accuracy. TYFA assumes no liability for errors, inaccuracies or omissions.

Changes, Revisions, Updates
Content may be changed, revised or updated without notice.

TYFA frequently makes improvements and/or changes in the materials contained in or described on this site and may do so without notice. We may also make changes to this published Copyright Notice, Content Use Policy and Disclaimer without notice. Use of this site implies consent to the terms of this policy. Users are advised to visit this page periodically to review the current policy.